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EDITORIAL

We are together with the sixth issue, the first issue of 2017. There are very important announcements for academicians and our journal that International Journal of Kurdish Studies (IJOKS) is indexed by ULAKBIM/TUBITAK. That is, the articles which are published in our journal will be valid for readership or being an associate professor. The second news is that articles published in IJOKS, from the first issue to the latest issue, have been assigned DOI numbers.

The contents in this number of our journal are as follows: First, there is a study under the title of “Education, from the view of seniors in the faculty of theology in terms of preparing students to career life and meeting students’ expectations (the case of Dicle University)” by Ali Özenç. Second, there is a study under the title of “Language planning and security of the national Language” by Omed Barzan Brzoo. Third, there is a study under the title of “A General assessment of the Syrian Kurdish political parties” by Bekir Halhalli. And the last is a translation study under the title of “Analyzing teachers’ perception for teaching Kurdish language” by Azize Koksun Ölmez.

We hope that the issues of our journal shall contribute to the field of Kurdish Studies. We thank to the journal employees, authors, reviewers and all the others who have contributed to the preparation process of this issue.

Hope to meet you in next issues…

Dr. Hasan KARACAN
Editor-in-Chief
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